A speech enhancement scheme incorporating spectral expansion evaluated with simulated loss of frequency selectivity.
Hearing-impaired listeners often suffer from supra-threshold speech perception deficits. One such deficit is reduced frequency selectivity. We applied a speech enhancement scheme that incorporated spectral expansion in an attempt to reduce the effects of this deficit. The speech processing could contain up to three stages, a first in which the peak-valley ratio of the speech spectrum was enlarged to counteract the broadening of the auditory filtering, and a second in which the overall speech spectrum was modified to counteract the effects of upward-spread-of-masking, using a linear filter. The third stage was a noise suppression stage, applied before the spectral enhancement. The effectiveness of the speech processing with and without noise suppression was evaluated for various parameter settings by measuring the speech reception threshold (SRT) in noise, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio at which listeners repeat 50% of presented sentences correctly. We used normal-hearing subjects. To simulate the loss of frequency selectivity we applied spectral smearing to the stimuli presented to the subjects. The speech material of the SRT tests was mixed with the noise before processing, and, when present, the smearing was applied last. The results indicated that for one specific parameter setting the SRT values decreased (i.e., improved) by approximately 1 dB when incorporating the spectral expansion together with the linear filtering. Employing either of these two stages separately did not improve the SRT. The application of the noise suppression stage did not further improve the SRT. A pilot study using hearing-impaired listeners showed more promising results for a female than for a male speaker.